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Dynamic mode interaction between fundamental and second-harmonic modes has been observed in

high-power sub-terahertz gyrotrons [T. Notake et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 225002 (2009); T. Saito et al.

Phys. Plasmas 19, 063106 (2012)]. Interaction takes place between a parasitic fundamental or first-

harmonic (FH) mode and an operating second-harmonic (SH) mode, as well as among SH modes. In

particular, nonlinear excitation of the parasitic FH mode in the hard self-excitation regime with assistance

of a SH mode in the soft self-excitation regime was clearly observed. Moreover, both cases of stable two-

mode oscillation and oscillation of the FH mode only were observed. These observations and theoretical

analyses of the dynamic behavior of the mode interaction verify the nonlinear hard self-excitation of the

FH mode.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.155001 PACS numbers: 52.59.Rz, 07.57.Hm, 52.70.�m, 84.40.Ik

Mode interaction has been one of the major research
subjects of gyrotrons [1,2]. Recently, the development of
sub-terahertz and terahertz gyrotrons has intensified be-
cause many new applications of high-frequency gyrotrons
are anticipated [3,4]. Since gyrotrons in the sub-terahertz
and terahertz region usually operate at the second-
harmonic (SH) resonance, except for higher harmonic
operations in a large orbit gyrotron [5], new studies
have arisen on the interaction between SH modes and
fundamental or first-harmonic (FH) modes [6,7].
However, important physics issues such as the nonlinear
excitation of a parasitic FHmode in the hard self-excitation
regime are not discussed.

This paper reports the first observation of the nonlinear
hard self-excitation of a parasitic FH mode assisted by an
operating SH mode in the soft self-excitation regime in
high-power sub-terahertz gyrotrons. Moreover, both cases
of stable two-mode oscillation and oscillation of the FH
mode only were observed, which indicates strong coupling
between the hard and soft self-excited modes. These ob-
servations and theoretical analyses verify these physical
effects [1,2]. Multimode oscillations of FH modes in a
high-power millimeter wave gyrotron were interpreted as
nonlinear excitations [8]. However, hard self-excitation
was not shown. Reduction of the start oscillation current
of a FH mode was reported as mode cooperation [9,10].
However, the FH mode was still in the soft self-excitation
regime. In the present experiment, the frequency detuning
parameter � for the FH mode is larger than 0.6. Then,
the FH mode is definitely in the hard self-excitation
regime [11,12].

High-power single-mode SH oscillation is more difficult
to induce than the single-mode FH oscillation, because
of mode interaction with parasitic FH modes. The SH

oscillation of hundreds of kilowatts was realized in the
centimeter wavelength region [13]. In the sub-terahertz
range, a 20 kW level SH oscillation was realized [14].
Very recently, a sub-terahertz SH oscillation approaching
100 kW has been demonstrated [15–17].
As the beam voltage Vk or the beam current Ib increases,

a chance for mode interaction rises. Figure 1 plots the start
oscillation currents of relevant modes including the oper-
ating SH TE17;2 mode and the parasitic FH TE4;3 mode in

the gyrotron studied in Ref. [17]. The resonance frequency
of the TE17;2 mode is about 390 GHz and that of the TE4;3

mode is about 203 GHz. Moreover, several SH modes are
distributed within a narrow region. The condition for the
interaction between the same cyclotron harmonic modes is
given by
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FIG. 1 (color online). Start oscillation currents Is plotted as
functions of the cavity field for Vk ¼ 60 kV, Rb ¼ 1:97 mm,
and � ¼ 1:3. Labels near each curve indicate the oscillation
mode. For each mode, Is of either corotating or counterrotating
mode with lower current is plotted to avoid unnecessary
complication.
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jf1 � f2j � �fCR: (1)

Here f1 and f2 are the frequencies of the two modes [2].
The cyclotron resonance band �fCR should be narrower
than 1=T with T ¼ L=�jj being the transit time of an

electron with the parallel electron velocity �jj traveling
through the cavity length L. In the present study, �fCR �
3 GHz and the relation jf1 � f2j � �fCR holds between
neighboring SH modes [17]. Indeed, the simultaneous
oscillations of two SH modes were observed. This is
considered as the nonsynchronous mode interaction [2].

Interaction between the operating SH mode and the
parasitic FH mode is much more important. In this case,
Eq. (1) should read jf1 � 2f2j � �fCR, where f1 and f2
are the frequencies of the SH mode and the FH mode,
respectively. Since�fCR�1=T�5GHz [17], the inequal-
ity jf1�2f2j��fCR does not hold between the TE17;2 and

TE4;3 modes and mode interaction would appear to be

difficult. However, two-mode interaction was observed.
This interaction is considered as the nonlinear excitation
of the TE4;3 mode in the hard self-excitation regime with

assistance of the SH TE17;2 mode in the soft self-excitation

regime.
The SH gyrotron used for this study has been developed

for application to collectiveThomson scattering diagnostics
in magnetic fusion devices, which need a 100-kW class
gyrotron [18]. Gyrotrons developed for electron heating
have been used in several devices [19–21]. The electromag-
netic waves with frequencies around 100 GHz suffer from
strong refraction and/or absorption in plasma. High-level
electron cyclotron emissions are a source of much noise. A
sub-terahertz gyrotron will resolve these problems [22,23].

The radius of the cavity of our sub-terahertz gyrotron is
2.99 mm, and the length of the straight section is 12 mm.
The cavity has a down taper on the electron-gun side and
an up taper connected to a vacuum window via a straight
cylindrical waveguide. The maximum beam voltage is
65 kV and the maximum beam current is larger than
10 A. The gyrotron was operated in pulse mode, the pulse
length being several microseconds with a repetition rate of
less than 10 Hz. See Ref. [17] for design details.

Figure 2 shows the dependence of the oscillation inten-
sity on the magnetic field Bc within the cavity. Plots are
given for the beam voltage Vk of 50 kV [Fig. 2(a)] and
60 kV [Fig. 2(b)]; the beam current Ib was 10 A for both. A
pyroelectric detector was located at a distance from one
end of a circular waveguide connected to the vacuum
window. Dashed and solid lines represent the detector
signals without and with a high-pass filter with the cutoff
frequency of 303 GHz, respectively. The wave forms of the
two signals up to 7.55 T in Fig. 2(a) and up to 7.6 T in
Fig. 2(b) almost coincide with each other, indicating that
almost all the signal in this region is attributed to an SH
oscillation. It is also noticeable that the FH mode region
connects with the SH mode region with no gap.

Figure 3 displays the transmission signal from a
Fabry-Perot interferometer as a function of the distance
between reflecting meshes. The beam voltage was 60 kV.
Figure 3(a) is the transmission signal at 7.6 T; Fig. 3(b) is
for 7.68 T. Figure 3(a) shows a single-mode SH oscillation,
identified as the TE17;2 mode from accurate frequency

measurements using a heterodyne receiver system [17].
At 7.68 T, the SH oscillation power decreased [Fig. 2(b)]
and the FH mode oscillation increased. Figure 3(b) in-
cludes two peak trains with different intervals. The train
with lower peak values is attributed to the TE17;2 mode; the

higher-peak train has a longer interval about twice as long
as that of the TE17;2 mode. Frequency analysis identifies it
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FIG. 2 (color online). Oscillation intensities for
(a) Vk ¼ 50 kV and (b) Vk ¼ 60 kV are plotted as functions
of the cavity field. Solid lines represent signals with the high-
pass filter; dashed lines are those without the high-pass filter.
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FIG. 3. Transmission signals through a Fabry-Perot interfer-
ometer plotted as functions of distance between the reflecting
meshes: (a) Bc ¼ 7:6 T and (b) Bc ¼ 7:68 T. The beam voltage
Vk was 60 kV; the beam current Ib was 10 A.
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as the TE4;3 mode. Simultaneous oscillation of the SH and

FH modes was observed.
The second observation concerns the interaction among

SH modes. Figure 4 plots frequency spectra of the inter-
mediate frequency signal from a harmonic mixer of the
heterodyne receiver. The cavity field was 7.6 T correspond-
ing to the peak of the SHmode signal in Fig. 2(b). Only one
peak corresponding to the TE17;2 mode is distinguished in

Fig. 4(a) for the same condition as the highest power
oscillation [17]. The electron beam radius Rb was set at
1.97 mm where the coupling coefficient of the competing
TE1;8 mode is almost zero. A small variation of Rb resulted

in a new peak as shown in Fig. 4(b). The frequency interval
between the two peaks is just equal to the difference
between the frequencies 388.89 GHz of the TE17;2 mode

and 387.77 GHz of the TE1;8 mode. Simultaneous oscil-

lation of two SH modes was observed.
We discuss next the dynamic behavior of the observed

mode interactions. Figure 5 represents mode interaction
calculations [17,24] for Rb ¼ 1:97 mm. The calculation
producing Fig. 5(a) takes into account four SH modes,
TE3;7, TE1;8, TE17;2, and TE8;5, whereas for Fig. 5(b) these

modes are not included. The range of Bc for the TE4;3

mode oscillation substantially extends to the low field side
in Fig. 5(a) as compared with the range in Fig. 5(b). There
is no oscillation gap around 7.7 T in Fig. 5(a). The Bc

region of the TE17;2 mode oscillation agrees well with that

in Fig. 2(b). Temporal evolution of the relevant modes
calculated at Bc ¼ 7:69 T under fixed voltage and current
is plotted in Fig. 6. The TE17;2 mode is first excited, and

then the TE4;3 mode grows. A steady state of the two-mode

oscillation is established within tens of nanoseconds, that
being much shorter than the pulse width. Therefore, the
experimental observation shown in Fig. 3(b) corresponds
to the steady state.
Mode interaction in gyrotrons has been discussed

from various angles. Hard self-excitation of an SH mode
with the help of a parasitic FH mode was theoretically
found [25]. However, the SH TE17;2 mode is self-excited,

and moreover, the condition requiring instant rise of
beam voltage does not hold in the present experiment.

FIG. 5 (color online). Mode interaction calculations: (a) the
relevant four SH modes are taken into account; (b) only the
FH TE4;3 mode is included in the calculation (Vk ¼ 60 kV,
Rb ¼ 1:97 mm, � ¼ 1:33).
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FIG. 4. Frequency spectra for the intermediate frequency
signal from the harmonic mixer of the heterodyne receiver
system: (a) Rb ¼ 1:97 mm and (b) Rb ¼ 2:05 mm. The abscissa
is converted to a rf scale.
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FIG. 6 (color online). Temporal evolution of the TE4;3 mode
and the TE17;2 mode at Bc ¼ 7:69 T is plotted on the

mode interaction calculation (Vk ¼ 60 kV, Rb ¼ 1:97 mm,
� ¼ 1:33). The inset displays the start-up phase.
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Interaction between arbitrary cyclotron harmonics was
studied self-consistently [26]. This analysis predicts hard
self-excitation of a parasitic FH mode over a wide range of
� with the presence of an SH mode.

The present study has shown the nonlinear hard self-
excitation of the parasitic FH mode that has been theoreti-
cally predicted [1,2,10]. We enumerate arguments to verify
the nonlinear excitation of the TE4;3 mode in the hard

self- excitation regime.
First, as shown in Fig. 5(b), oscillation of the TE4;3 mode

alone is not possible for Bc lower than 7.75 T and assis-
tance from the TE17;2 mode is necessary. Moreover, the

highest power is obtained at around 7.75 T. These indicate
that the TE4;3 mode is in the hard self-excitation regime for

Bc lower than 7.75 T.
Second, the frequency detuning parameter � for the FH

TE4;3 mode is about 0.6 at 7.75 T and larger than 0.8 at

7.7 T. With � as a parameter, the perpendicular efficiency
�? of the TE4;3 mode is plotted as a function of the

normalized current I (Fig. 7). The definitions of �? and
I are given in Ref. [11]. The normalized interaction length
� is set at 13, corresponding to the present experiment; the
circle in Fig. 7 indicates its parameter region. The value of
I is smaller than the start oscillation current at which
�?¼0. This region is then in the hard self-excitation
regime. The square in Fig. 7 represents the parameter
region of the previous mode cooperation experiment
[9,10] and is located in the soft self-excitation regime.
The inset in Fig. 7 depicts �? for �>0:6. The value of
�? rapidly decreases with � and goes down to almost zero
for � ¼ 0:7. This calculation does not include mode inter-
action. Therefore, the oscillation of the TE4;3 mode at Bc<
7:7T is due to the nonlinear excitation. A mode-interaction
calculation also confirms the nonlinear excitation of the
TE4;3 mode for Vk ¼ 50 kV as shown in Fig. 2(a).

Third, the inset in Fig. 6 clearly indicates the dynamic
process of the mode interaction. The TE17;2 mode

suppresses the TE4;3 mode at the very early stage. The

TE4;3 mode starts to increase after about 5 ns and grows

under the earlier saturated TE17;2 mode. This time scale is

consistent with the cavity filling time �d �Q=!, where Q
is the totalQ value as a result of the diffractiveQ value and
the OhmicQ value. The totalQ values of the SHmodes are
about 5300 except for the TE17;2 mode, which has a some-

what lower value of about 4300 because of a rather lower
Ohmic Q value. The total Q value of the TE4;3 mode is

about 1700. Therefore, �d for the SHmodes are around 2 ns
and that for TE4;3 mode is about 1 ns. Preliminary excita-

tion of the TE17;2 mode in the soft self-excitation regime

enables the excitation of the TE4;3 mode in the hard self-

excitation regime. This is consistent with the picture
of the nonlinear hard self-excitation. The decay of SH
modes other than the TE17;2 mode in the start-up phase

suggests parametric interaction between the SH modes and
the TE4;3 mode. Three runs [(1) only TE17;2 and TE4;3;

(2) TE17;2, TE8;5, and the TE4;3; and (3) TE17;2, TE8;5,

TE1;8, and TE4;3 modes] were carried out. The rotation

directions of these modes were prescribed depending on
the magnitude of the coupling coefficient at Rb ¼
1:97 mm. No distinguishable difference on the excitation
of the TE4;3 mode was observed. The predominantly large

coupling coefficient of the TE17;2 mode determines the

dynamic interaction with the TE4;3 mode.

Fourth, we consider two normalized parameters �s ¼
�s�s and k ¼ �s0=�s related with the analyses given in
Ref. [1]. Here, the subscripts s and s0 denote the TE4;3

mode and the TE17;2 mode, respectively. By substituting

corresponding values (�s � 0:6, �s0 � 0:2, �s � 13, and
�s0 � 23), �s and k are evaluated as about 8 and 0.6,
respectively. These values correspond to the nonlinear
hard self-excitation regime in Fig. 3(b) of Ref. [1], where
the nonlinear interaction coefficient �ss0 becomes negative.

Another parameter is ~� ¼ �s0 ��s. For the present case,
~� is about 0.4, which also corresponds to expansion of the
field in which a parasitic mode can be nonlinearly hard
self-excited as shown in Fig. 6 of Ref. [1]. This is consis-
tent with the low-field side extension of the Bc range for
TE4;3 mode oscillation [Fig. 2(b)].

The TE17;2 mode does not oscillate at 7.75 T in the

steady state. Temporal evolution calculation shows that
the TE17;2 mode is first excited at the start-up stage and

then decays to zero. The TE4;3 mode grows with assistance

from the TE17;2 mode, and once it has grown, its power

level remains constant. Both cases of stable two-mode
oscillation and oscillation of the TE4;3 mode only are

possible depending on Bc. This indicates strong coupling
between the hard and soft self-excited modes [1].
The interaction between the TE17;2 and TE1;8 modes is a

good evidence of the nonsynchronous interaction [2]. A
change of Rb results in the transition from strong coupling,
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for which only one-mode oscillation is stable, to weak
coupling for which two modes coexist.

In summary, both experimental and theoretical analyses
verify the interaction between FH and SH modes as the
observation of the nonlinear excitation of the FH mode in
the hard self-excitation regime. These modes are strongly
coupled and stable two-mode oscillation as well as oscil-
lation of the FH mode only were observed.
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